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Flasher hiding in bushes along Fitness Trail
- by Tracy Enlow
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

A flasher is stalking the
Fitness Trail by Central Florida Boulevard.
UCF Police are investigating two reported instances of a
"nude, white male who was
observed in the wooded area
next to the Fitness Trail."
Sergeant Sandra McClendon, the investigating officer,
said there were two separate
reports of the flasher last
week. One on Oct. 22 and the
other Oct. 27.
He is description: a white
male in his early-to mid-twenties, brown hair, about 6 feet
tall and weighing about 1 70
pounds."
Both incidences occurred in
the afternoon and follow about
the same pattern. The man
was observed in the bushes
ne>..-t to the Fitness Trail.
When a female walked by he
would m::ike noise to attract
her attention.
"He did n nt move a w:w frnm
the bushes out onto the sidewalk," McClendon said. She
continued, "He made no attempt to approach or ~. ccost

\\Concentrate on
any identifying
characteristicsmeaning facial
characteristics ... "
-Sandra McClendon
Sergeant, UCF Police
either of the women."
McClendon stressed that
while flashers are not perceived as dangerous, they
should be taken seriously.
"A lot of times people don't
report them," McClendon said.
She said, "One of the women
who had reported the flasher
said she had been warned
about him by another woman
moments earlier. Students
need to report these types of
activities.
"I don't consider it a prank.
Flashers are people with a
serious problem and need to be
LrcatNl as such."
According to Dr. Sandra
nnP~t- t>USton, 8 profeSSOf at
UCF who has treated sexual
deviancy problems, flashers
are not dangerous. Instead,
they are pa sive people-not

Leslie Jorgensen/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

noticeably aggressive or sexual.
"They are men with a 'nice
guy' image," she said. "Flashing is their way of having
power and control over another person. They are predictable. They usually keep going
back to the same place. They
want to get caught."
Dr. Cyrus Azimi, a practicing cJinical psychologist who
teaches abnormal psychology
at UCF, agyees that flashers

are rarely dangerous.
"Flashers are usually ·shy
young men afraid of women,"
Azimi said. "They have a sort
of in fan tile sexuality. A
flasher's exhibitionism probably goes back to his childhood."
McClendon advised women
not to walk the Fitness Trail
alone. She said if confronted
with a flasher, it is important
to stay calm, leave as quickly
as possible and notify the police.

"Concentrate on any identifying characteristics-meaning facial characteristics,"
McClendon stressed.
Azimi said, "The best way to
handle a flasher is to be indifferent. Don't show emotion
because that's what he wants.
He wants to see fear."
Guest-Houston's advice is
slightly different. "Laugh at
him. Make him feel ashamed.
He's used to that."

Enrollment for new employee dental plan erids soon
by Cynthia Massino
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

,.

Open enrollment for UCF
employees to enter into the
American Dental Plan ends
Nov. 30.
This plan is being offered for
employees, but research is
being done on offering a similar dental insurance plan for
students.
The two plans offered are
the prepaid plan and the insured plan. The prepaid plan,
which is the more popular of
the two, has many no-charge
benefits, such as exams, xrays, cleanings (semi-annual),
fluoride treatment, fillings,
simple extractions, and more.
The more serious procedures,
such as bridge work and route
canals, are being offered at a
25 percent to 50 percent discount. The monthly premium
for an individual would be
$9.50.
The only aspect of the prepaid program that people
might object to is the fact that
the person must select one of

the dentists under the plan's
Preferred Provider Network,
as opposed to keeping their
own dentist, or finding one
that is not in conjunction with
that plan. If a patient becomes
unhappy with their choice,
they do have the right to
change dentists.

Nancy Weststrate, representative for the American
Dental Plan here at UCF,
states that, "The prepaid plan
is a really good plan because
you can have maintenance
done twice a year for no charge.
Keeping up with the maintenance would prevent future

trouble with your teeth that
would end up costing you a lot
of money."
As far as the selection of
dentists is concerned, there
are 500 dentists in over 140
cities in Florida. In the greater
Orlando area, there are 23
participating dentists. Ap-

proximately 350 employees at
UCF are currently enrolled in
the American Dental Plan,
and over 1,500 employers use
this plan. It is also offered at
such places as University of
Florida, Florida State University, and Publix.
The second plan, known as
the insured plan, states that a
member must pay the first
$50. The maximum benefit
cannot exceed $1000 a year
and the monthly premium for
an individual is $13. For a
person that prefers using their
own dentist, this is the plan to
choose. Under this plan, a
member has the option of selecting the dentist of their
choice, or keeping their own.
Open enrollment is the
most ideal time to enter into
the insured plan, being that a
member would receive all of
the above benefits. At any
other time, there are steep
restrictions that apply. For
example, instead of having a
$1,000 maximum benefit for
the first year, a member would
SEE INSURANCE PAGE 7
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Khomeini's posters on campus

•

Staff Report

•

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

•

The Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini may be
trying to sway American public opinion about
U.S. military policy in the Persian Gulf by
attempting to awaken American students' antiwar sentiments.
Posters asking "From Vietnam to the Persian Gulf: Why Should Americans Die to Save
Iraq?" showed up at the University of Missouri
at Columbia last week.
No one-from Iranian students in Columbia
to the Iranian Mission to the United Nations in
New York-daimed to know who authored or
shipped the posters, which apparently were
printed in California.
Consequently, no one would say how many
oth er campuses -if any-received th e posters.
The Missouri Moslem Students AssociationPersian Speaking Group (MSA-PSG) received
the posters to use at a recent International
Bazaar, said a group spokesman, who requested anonymity.
The posters and leaflets-which the spokesman saicj were not meant for campus-wide distribution - are now turning up all over campus. "It was not a member of our organization
that stuck them to the walls," he said.
The posters were shipped from Albany, California, he said, although he maintained he
didn't know who prints and distributes the
literature.
There are no Iranian student groups in the
Albany telephone Jistings, and no groups at
campuses in nearby Riverside, Cal., admitted
to knowing about the posters.
Members of the other Iranian student group
at Missouri, however, assert the posters come
from the Iranian government. "Number one,
these oeoole are Khomeini ae:ents. On the oosters, they don't' put Khomeini's name because

J~
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OUCH
Da rin Slack ( 11) feels the heat from the Florido A&M defense
Saturday. The Knights were u0ended. 19-14. bv the Rattlers,
which p ut UCF 's playoff bid in serious jeopardy.

STUDENTS

only brought in approximately 4,900
from students.

FROM PAGE 1

evaluations.
Such a program sponsored by the
student government with facilities located in the Student Center in March
1979. It was taken overinJuly1983, by
the Student Health Services. This
service was available for $5 to students
a nd it included a cleaning and exams.
The demise of this program in Oct.
1985 was due to the fact th at it was not
cost effective. Forthefiscal year ofJuly
1983to May 1984, the program cost the
Health Services a total of $24,072 and

•

TRIVIA CHALLENGE
Casa Gallardo, 3770 E. Colonial Drive, is hosting the 1st
Annual Trivia Challenge to
benefit the Leukemia Society
of America on Nov.18 at 5 p.m.
Prizes for the top donation
raisers include a portable TV,
a weekend beach get-a-way for
two, and dinners for two.
There will also be hourly prize
raffles, free munchies, drink
specials, and much more.
Test your wits, join the fun,
and support a good cause. For
more information, call Anne or
Lisa at 986-2167 or the Leukemia Society ~t 898-0733.

•

!LANGUAGE SOLUTION
The search for an international language with Esperanto as the solution is the
theme ofa talk Nov.18 at UCF.
The 2 p.m. program in the
Humanities and Fine Arts
Building will be presented by
Hy Meltz, Esperantist, and

Dr. John Langdon, Director of the
UCF Health Services stressed, ~e are
a non-profit organization, but we can't
endupatzeroattheendoftheyear. We
have salaries to pay and equipment to
purchase."
Due to the salary guide1ines of the
state of Florida, the UCF Health Services could not raise the salary of the hygien ist when the program existed.
According to Langdon, he pleaded with
the Salary Board in Tallahassee to get
their hygienist a raise so they could
keep h er, but th e board couldn't make
amends.

former language supervisor
with New York City schools.
The lecture is sponsored by
the Department of Foreign
Languages' Judaic Studies
program in cooperation with
the International Studies Office and UCF Jewish Student
Union.
The program is free and the
public is invited to attend.

they know the sentiment of the American
people toward Khomeini," said Esmali Parsai of
the Muslim Iranian Student Society, which
opposes the Ayatollah Khomeini's regime.
The MSA-PSG spokesman denies the allegations. "We have no connection with Khomeini.
Our members strongly deny that accusation."
But the people who did distribute the posters
and leaflets, he speculated, did so "because they
are thinking about both countries (the United
States and Iran)." Their purpose, he said, is to
promote understanding - and diminish tensions - between the nations.
The spokesman does not kriow who distributed the posters, he added.
Amir Zamani, the press officer of the Iranian
Mission to the United Nations, said there is no
connection between his office and the posters,
bu t he approved of their message.
"It's thoughtful and gives people something
to think about," Zamani said.
It's certainly not the first time Iranian students have clashed on U.S. campuses. In the
1970s, before Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi
was ousted by Khomeini's revolution, supporters and opponents of the Shah regularly
battled, often violently, on U.S. campuses.
After Khomeini took power and seized 52
American embassy employees as hostages in
November, 1979, anti-Iranian demonstrations
rocked American campuses. Pro-Khomeini Iranians also held rallies, which were often disrupted by American students.
The number of Iranian students on American campuses has decreased dramatically since
the late '70s, and, despite increasing tensions
between the United States and Iran in recent
months, there have been few reports of antiIranian sentiments on campuses.
At the University of Nebraska, Hassan Ferasati, an industrial education student, said h e
has been harrassed because he is Iranian. But
most students are "open-minded," he added.

Hes ·d, "The hygienist was way underpaid as compared to the community
standards, but she stayed as long as
she did because she liked it here." She
left in Oct. 1985 and so ended the program.
Langdon said he fought hard to find
a replacement. He said, "None of the
prospective 18 candidates were remotely interested in the position because the salary was so low."
When the service was discontinued,
it became a controversial issue among
the students who were used to the
convenience and the low price of the
sevice.

called S.O.S. (Stop Our Smoking). For more infor mation,
call 281-5841.

• GUEST SAXOPHONIST
Dale Underwood, solo saxophonist with the United States
Navy Band in Washington,
D.C. will appear in recital Nov.
29 at UCF.
The program will begin at 8
p. m. in the Music Rehearsal
• SMOKEOUT
Hall. Admission is free and the
The Student Wellness Ad- public is invited.
vocate Team is promoting the
Underwood has been princiAmerican Cancer Society's pal saxophonist with the Navy
Great American Smokeout Band since 1968 and was solothis week at UCF. Join the ist with the Boston Pops in
millions of Americans across 1976. He has also performed at
the country Nov. ~9 who will international conventions of
try not to smoke for 24 hours. If saxophonists and on tours
you do not smoke, adopt a throughout the country in solo
smoker for the day and prom- and recital appearances:
ise to help that friend get
through the day without a • ENGINEERING AWARDS
cigarette.
The National Science FounThe Student Health Re- dation announces the second
source Center has ~ program annual competition for its

Soon after the program ended, the
Dental Advisory Board tried to create a
new concept in the program. "There
was a ton of work that was put into
revising and bringing the program
back to life. The paperwork was done
and the equipment was purchased.
Then for no apparent reason, the den tist in charge pulled out. He quit with
no explanations," said Langdon .
Langdon expressed that what the
students really need now is a beneficial
dental insurance plan. Student government has been investigating into
having dental insurance for students
and plans are being made.

Engineering
Creativity
Awards. To apply for these
awards you must be an engineering senior, and you will be
· asked to display a creative
idea.
Those who receive the
award will be paid $20,000 a
year for three years to go to
graduate school. The awards
are portable and can be taken
up at any U.S. school of engineering.
Detailed information on
how to apply is being. sent to
the dean's office and the department chairmen. To apply
you must either be a U.S. citizen or resident alien of the U.S.
on the closing date of Feb. 1.
If you have any problem
getting information on the
program, call the National
Science Foundation at (202)
357-5102.
• NASA SEMINAR
The present and future in-

volvement of U.S. business
and industry in products, processes and materials developed
from r~search in space te<;lrnologies will be covered in a
free Dec. 3 semina.r featuring
key experts from NASA and
private industry.
The two-part program will
focus on NASA assistance
available to the private sector
for commercial projects in
space and on ways to obtain
business from NASA and its
prime corttractors.
The program is sponsored
jointly by NASA and the State
Technology Applications Center at UCF. It is open to the
public and will be held from
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at the
Holiday Inn in the Quadrangle
across from UCF.
There is an $8 charge for the
luncheon and prior reservations are required. Call 2752706 for reservations and information.
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You've thought about it.
12255 U N I V E R S I T Y
ACROSS FROM
277-1454
RUNNING MAN • R
at 2-4-6-8-1 O
FATAL ATIRACTION - R
at 2:00-4:30-7: 15-9:45
FATAL BEAUTY - R
at 2:15 & 9:45
MY LIFE AS A DOG - R
at 4:45 & 7:45

You've bied to imagine
what it would be like.

BIG BAD MAMA 2 • R
at 2: 15-4: 15-6: 15-8: 15-10: 15
DEATH WISH IV· R
at 2:05-4:05-6 :05-8:05-10:05
RUSSKIES • PG
at 2: 10-4: 10-6: 10-8: 10- 10: 10
TUESDAY IS $1 .00 DAY

You know it would be
exciting. And a
challenge. And quite
possibly the most
rewarding experience of
your life ...

(Except for FATAL ATTRACTION)

ALL SEATS $2.75 before 5:30 P.M. Sr. Citizens and Childern
(11 and under) $2.75 at all times Students with l.D. $3.75

~HERWOOD

-

Three Americans overseas in Asia, Africa
and South America speak frankly on what
Peace Corps life is like for them.
It isn't easy and it isn't for
everyone-they'll tell you that up front.
But if you've ever considered going
overseas in the Peace Corps, then now is
your chance to see and hear for yourself
what could be "the toughest job you'll
ever love."

CAPITAL. INC.

Sherwood Capital, Inc. is a major brokerage
firm with over 30 offices from coast to coast.
We will be interviewing on campus
December 2, 1987

rt>te: Former Peace Corp volunteers will
be on hand to answer question following
the 25 minute film. And it's free!

Local office now hiring:

11300 FOURTH ST. N. #300
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33702

WHEN:

Manager:

NOVEMBER 18, 1987

WH ER.I:: Career Resource Center

JOHN L. CSENGE

12:30 p.m.

TIME:

PHONE (813) 577-6600

U.S. Peace Corps

If you want to explore an exci ting career as a
sales representative ill the securi ties industry
see your Career Gu idance Office.

The Movie
"The Toughest Job You'll Ever Love"

00 o o ,0
6666600
+-NNNNNNC
,....... LO~,.......

THE20TH S TUDENT SENATE REPORT

5th Session

November 10, 1987

MEASURES UNDER CONSID ERATION
(Number. nt1e, Description. Introducer. Committee Assignment)
Bills. Resolutions, Constttutional Amendments: NONE

MEASU RES VOTED ON AT THIS ME ETI NG
BILLS:
20-03 Funding for Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers Conference: This bill
allocat es S150.00 to send 2 students to a conference (Joseph.34-Y) .
20-07 Revisions to Trt1es Three and Four: This bill clarl1ies Senate voting methods (LJR,
passed 32-Y)
RESOLUTIONS:

20-05 Creating an Ad Hoc Bection statute Revision Committee (UR. passed 32-Y)
20-06 Welcoming Delegates to the National Student Roundtable: This Resolution
Presents a letter from our Student Government to delegates attending the student
Roundtabie (Rodriguez. passed 34-Y)
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS:
20-07 Providing for Alternate Justices within the Judicial Council (White. 34-Y)

MISCELLANEOUS
Mr. Ashmun Brown (University Attorney) addressed the Senate and answered
questions concerning his position.
•• Legislation In Committee is Introduced by Senators. ard is not finalized until the full Senate votes.

SENATE MEETINGS
Students are Invited to attend all
Senate meetings, and to express
any Ideas or problems tha t they
feel the Senate should work on.
Senate meetings are held on
Tuesdays @4:00 In the University
Dining Room.

STUDENTS

If you have any comments, questions or concerns about the SenDid you know that your club or organization may be eligible for $250 .00 In Office Supplies ate Report, or any leglslatlon,
and/or Advertisements for the next fiscal year? In addition. If your club will be attending -please contact JJ Mandato or
a conference or convention It may be eligible for up to $300.00 to cover registration fees. Dash Wendrzyk at x2 l 9 l or In SC
Either way. stop by the Student Government Offices, SC 155. and ask for a Clubs and
151 .

C&OFUNDl'NG

Organization Funds, or Travel Funds, Request Form.

·

SENATE COMMITTEES review and amend ail Legislation before It is brought for a hearing before the full Senate. The following
-

are descriptions of. and the time and day of the committee meetings:

OAF
C&O
UR
SP
EA

Organizations, Appropriations and Finance: This committee reviews all changes to the Finance Code and any leglslatlon
requesting funding.
Mondays@ 4:00 pm. in the Senate Work Room
Travel Clubs and Organizations: This committee decides whether a club receives funds for Offic e supplies/ Advertising or
Conference Registration.
Mondays@ 5:00 p .m. In the Senate Work Room
Legislative Judicial and Rules: This committee reviews leglslatoin to change the Constitution. statutes or Rules and
Procedures.
Thursdays@ 5:00 p.m.lri the .Student Work Room
Services and Public Relations: This committee reviews ail non-funding legislation which deals with Student Governm ent
Services. as well as Local. state. and National Issues which directly relate to the students of UCF.
Wednesdays@ 4:00 p.m. in the Senate Work Room
Elections and Appointments: This committee reviews all Student Government Appointments, and makes recommendations for changes tot he Election Statutes.
Fridays@ 11 :00 a.m. In the Senate Work Room

PR-Present (not enough information/unable to decide)

AB-Abstain (conflict of Interest)

Y-Yes

N- No

Paid Advertisement
'

.

'

ARTS & SCIENCES :!2 co
p y
John Porter
p y
Kim DeVogel
p y
Jim Worrall
p Bob Truett
Dave Martinson p y
p y
Diana Matty
p y
Thomas Joseph
p y
Scott Jenkins
p y
Scott Bowen
p y
Luis Rodriguez
p y
Suzanne Loflin
BUSINESS
Jeff Raines
L p y
Mark Harris
OPEN SEAT
p y
Matt Kallc ak
p y
Kim Mentlnk
p y
Kelley Massey
p y
Chris Toutlklan
p y
Roger Dube
p y
Sean Greene
EDUCATION
p y
Fred Schmidt
Kristen Luglnbuhl p y
Joette Gaccione A p y
Diane Kearney
p y
Dan Sheppard
ENGINEERING
Bryan Martinez
A p y
Mike SUtton
p y
Peter Partlow
p y
Keny Cicora
p y
Keith White
p y
Jim Robinson
p y
Jon Pohlers
HEALTH
Sharon Sammaro p y
p y
Sylvia Kelley
LIBERAL STUDIES
Kelly McBride
A p y
Brad Griffith
AT- LARGE
p ly
Dash Wendrzyk
BREVARD
OPEN SEAT
DAYTONA
p y
Chris Hoage
SOUTH ORLANDO
OPEN SEAT
A- Absent

P- Present
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ABB YOU GOOD
WITB lllMlLSt

Someone steals exams
in prof office break-in

We are seeking the select few highcaliber individuals who are as bullish on
their future as we are on ours.
We're investment bankers/brokers with
an enviable record of underwriting growthoriented investment opportunities. With
our tenth branch office now open, we are
looking forward to even more growth and
continued success.
If you love a challenge, thrive on success, and are interested in beginning
or advancing your career in investment
sales ... you may be the rare breed we are
looking for.
Call Bob Setteducati at 648-2323 or
write to: 111 N. Orange Ave., Suite 1050,
Orlando FL 32801.

•

was giving in his Basic Fin an c e and Investments
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
classes.
"I was giving three tests on
Dr. Theodore Veit's office in the Monday following the
Howard Phillips Hall was bur- break-in, in the courses of
glarized on Nov. 9. Veit thinks Basic Finance 3403, and Instuden ts eager for better exam vestments 3502. Both of those
grades were the culprits.
courses are tough."
"Th ere was clear evidence of
According to Veit, "I've been
a break-in," Veit said Friday. here ten years, and I've never
He said, "It had to happen had this type of problem besomewhere between the hours fore. It looks like fll have to
of 4 p.rn. Sunday afternoon, start taking my exams home
and 7:30 Monday morning," with me to prevent this from
Veit said. "To my knowledge, happening in the future."
no other offices were broken
He said, "I can only specuinto at the same time."
late that it was the tests .t hat I
Veit said he thinks two or
SEE BREAK-IN PAGE 7
more students stole exams he
by Sonny Lacey

_ONLY_YOU_CAH_STOP_=~ <8>
FREE BEER
(well, almost)
TUESDAY: $1 Corona
~~~""' WED.:
50¢ Drafts
$1 Wine Coolers
FOOD AND
S THURS.:
2 for 1 Pitchers
Best Kept
(domestic)
FRI. & SAT.: LIVE Band

Secret on

_J>w.>M
_ v"_ __
w=J.UC..

Campus
~
12247 University Blvd. 1....,282-2476

•

•

All ntovies in the SAC
BODY Thursday,
DOUBLE Nov. 19
9pm

~

s
:

MT. SNOW, VERMONT
DECEMBER 14-22
PACKAGE INCLUDES:·
* NIGHTLY EVENTS AT THE SNOW BARN
*TRANSPORTATION VIA AMTRAK
* 5 FULL DAVS OF SKIING
* 6 NIGHTS IN CONDOS
* SKI EQUIPMENT
.
* LIFT PASSES
* ADD $30 REFUNDABLE

*$425.00

DEPOSIT

* STUDENT SPONSOR
REQUIRED

*FIRST
LIMIT OF 150 PEOPLE*
COME FIRST SERVE
~

SuN, Nov.22
9PM

t~\

1

Sign Up Now At Student Center Main Desk

For More Information Coll 275-26111

Kaplan .LSAT PREP...

·B EO ~R . 40 .
IT!
DLO
..

No matter what your age, if you plan on
going to law school, a score over 40 can
put spring in your step!
You see, candidates who score between
40 and 48 on the new Law School Admission Test enjoy the best chance of
being accepted to the law school of their
choice and going on to practice with top
firms or corporations.
At the Stanley H. Kaplan Educational
Center, LSAT preparation is a fine art.
So much so that Kaplan has more "over
40's" grads than any other test prep
firm in the nation.
Isn't that just the test edge
~

STANLEY H. KAPtAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

•

_T he worldS leading test prep organization
CALL DAYS, EVENINGS AND WEEKE~DS. WE ~RE · ENROLLING NOW!
2238 Winter Wo.ods Blvd. ·
. ·Winter Park, Fla. ·: , .

>..(30~) 678-.8400

.

.,.,.

.

! 11

CJaS~es l~r .Febr~ary . ~SAT segin D~penlber 16th.
.

;.

,
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INSURANCE

Become a Stockbroker

•

National stock brokerage firm is expanding in
the Central Florida
area. We would like to
speak to self-starters
and motivated individuals who are looking for
an excellent opportu ~
nity and top earning potential. We will· train
qualified candidates.
Night appt.'s available.
We will be interviewing

.

in

your area soon.

FROM PAGE l

only receive a $100 maximum.
The second year, it is $300, and
not until the third year would a
member have the full $1,000
maximum. With the prepaid
plan, a person interested- can
enter at any time without any
restrictions. "Clearly, the prepaid plan is the better of the
two if the member doesn't

BREAK-IN
FROM PAGE 5

was giving Monday that were
stolen. I can only see one or two
people with an advantage on
the test because of the time
elapsed between Sunday night
and the next morning of the
test. I finally decided to go

Brochures and applications
concerning the two American
Dental Plans are available at
the personnel office in the Administration Building. Questions regarding the plan may
also be answered by contacting
Nancy Weststrate at 2608489.

ahead and give the exam."
Sergeant Jam es Meeks of
the UCF Police Department is
assigned to the case.
He said, "Right now, we
cannot give out a lot of information pertaining to this case.
Everything that we find out
has to go before the Public
Affairs department before it
can be released to the public".

Need insurance for your
home,
car, life, boat or RV?
.,.- ....
~

/ .,.- a.""e

~o

{

Contact: Mr. David for details.
1-800-443-8900 or
1-305-392-6633.

mind having a limited group of
dentists to select from. It's all
according to your needs," says
Weststrate .

\

··~

.

,:;a.e ·\

GO~~o~\~·

Call us!
We have the right coverage
for all your needs.

\,..

,,_1; ·

Jean Huber
Jacqueline Bailey
·gg Alafaya Woods Blvd.
Oviedo, FL 32765
(305) 366-1189

Allstate®
Allstat.e Insurance Company
Alld.at.e Life Insurance Company
Northbrook, Illinois

j.
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This year beg.i nning

of tradition, not end
of dream season
For many, Saturday's loss to the FAMU Rattlers
seemed like the end of the world for UCF football.
However, while the defeat probably did end the
team's aspirations of post-season play, the outlook for
the program as a whole is better than ever before.
Sadly enough, the players and fans will probably
find it terribly tempting to consider this team the one
that blew the chance to put UCF on the map. They
might even mention that the old UCF tradition, "losing," seems to be alive and well in athletics.
It's sad because anyone who has followed the team
this year knows that that couldn't be further from the
truth.
This team did put the college on the map. When the
NCAA voting committee continually ignored the
team's progress, coach Gene McDowell found himself
forced to run up the score on a few opponents to get
attention.
It worked.
Believe it or not, UCF managed to get a reputation
from those games! The Knights are considered the
bad boys of Division TI.
The other teams say we run up the score. They say
we rub it in when the game is over. They say we have
no class. But most importantly, they admit that we're
good.
After years of being considered pansies, it feels
good to be respected, even if that respect turns to fear,
as it seems to have done.
And then there is the issue of being loser. Flat
statistics prove that the team is a winner. The record
to date is 7-3. That's an impressive record by any
standards. The team also leads the division in several
offensive categories and the defense has also carried
a ranking
They're definitely winners.
But more important than a1l of this is the effect
that this season will have on the program as a whole.
This is not the end of a promising season, but
rather the beginning of a promising tradition. The
records that this team set will be goals for the teams
of the future.
UCFlearned what it means to win this season. You
can b~t that they will not forget that feeling.
The program's success this year is due to growth.
That growth continues, and as long as it does, the
program's success will follow suit.
This team is leading the way. It is the start of
something big. There's no need to be sorry that we
couldn't go the distance in our first challenge. Undoubtedly, there will be many others.
In the end, our message to this team is simple, we
are truly proud to be Knight fans.
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So what if there's nothing else?
Dear Bill:
Sooner or later, it seems that we all, in one way OT
another, think about why we are here on earth.
What's it all about? A lot ofus work all our lives to: (1)
build our little financial empire; (2) create and keep
a large family; (3) create works that the public enjoys,
or, (4) embrace different experiences and constantly
educate ourselves, in and out of school.
All four things are an attempt to beat back death
because, after all, we fear it, knowing nothing about
it.
Robert Louis Stevenson WTote an essay called
Puluis et Umbra (Light and Shadow), which says the
earth is a microscopic bit of dust floating in a microscopic universe, and everything goes on, on, and on,
ad infinitum. There is no beginning, no end, and no
purpose. There are no final answers. Everything and
nothing have no meanings, for there is no comprehension of either concept.
All is nothing. This is, Stevenson argues, the final
and absolute truth.
You and I, Bill, are in our mid-forties and we have
each helped create and raise three children, two girls
and a boy for each of us. Each of us have had these
fledglings leave home; some of them live in ways we
do not necessarily approve of.None of our six children
have had troubles with the law, OT have been booked
on dope, and none of them have destroyed respect
within the family.
There is a science fiction story where an ir 1cl ividual
is visited by another species of eing and told a cosmic
truth. People try to pry thP l'n~rnir tmth out of him
and, when they learn it, they go stark, raving mad.

• RUDE POLICE
Editor,
It started as a pleasant afternoon, Sunday Nov. 8, at the UCF
Women's soccer game. However,
authority gone misdirected
quickly made me question my
rights as a UCF student. Indeed,
the UCF police again have confused me by apparently misusing
the authority and respect that they
hold by virtue of their position.
A friend and I went to St. Claire
Field (next to the UCF Police
Dept.) 'to enjoy the soccer game.
When we arrived a few minutes
before the game started, we noticed that the bleachers were full.
This means that if we paid our $2
admission charge, we would still
have to sit in the grass. Rather
than do this we went to the east
side of the field and sat outside the
fence to watch the gall_le with both

At the end of the story, the reader finds out the
truth and understands why these people go mad.
The truth is: there is nothing. There is no purpose,
no God, no a nswers, no finality. All is nothing.
We finish the science fiction story, lean back and
close the book, thinking: "Of course, there's something." We stroke the forehead of our significant
other, glance at the wall plaque that says we accomplished something, and say our night prayers before
we fall asleep, to rest for the next day.
Have you noticed, Bill, there are more teenage
suicides in our society th an ever before? I think a lot
of our fine st young minds are contemplating existence, and are coming to believe that they have no
reason to exist. It follows, of course, that if there is no
reason to exist, there is no reason to continue.
I V\dsh I could get to these people before they act on
this comprehension; before they kill themselves. I'd
give them the same answer that President Reagan
gives the press when it discovers another mismanagement by his administration.
"So what?"
Regards.

a better view and cheaper as well.
Approximately a dozen other
people were also along the outside
the fence. A few minutes into the
game Sergeant Oliver of the UCF
Police told us to "move on" because
"they" had requested that people
not be allowed to sit outside the
fence to watch the game. I don't
know who "they" refors to.
Since lam a full-time student in
good standing, I don't see how I
could have been trespassing outside the fence. If it is watching the
game without paying that is not
allowed, would I have been told to
leave the nearby parking lot if I'd
been watching from there? Since
the bleachers were full, I consid- ·
ered the game to be sold out since
attendance exceeded the seating
capacity. With this in mind, how
can I be required to pay to watch
the game sitting on the grass?
To sum all this up, I ask the fol-

Y"'P' friPnrl
Andy.

lowing question of the UCF Police:
What Jaw was being broken?
If no law was broken, then
simply put, I feel that a public
apology by the UCF Police is due
to all those who were forced to
"move on."If, in fact, I was at fault,
then I now make an apology to
Sgt. Oliver and the department
she represents. I trust she will
extend reciprocal courtesy to us.
Let me close by congratulating
Coach Jim Rudy and the exceptional athletes he directs on their
win Sunday, and by extending my
sincere best wishes for continued
success.
.
Mark Munsey
Marketing

Letters to the Editor must be
typed and include the author's
signature, major and phone number.
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Meanwhile, at UCF'e highly computerized Touch-Tone Registration Center:

YOUR SELECTION:
CLASS NUMBER 184 3, ALGEBRA
1104, FROM 8:00 TO 8:50 ON
MONDAY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY
IS•...
PLEASE REVIEW YOUR OTHER CHOICES ANO
CALL AGAIN ... THANK YOU.

HELLO. THE MOVIES NOW PLAYING AT THE
CINEMA SEVEN ARE: FAT AL ATTRACTION
FATAL BEAUTY, FATAL VISION, FATALATIEMPT
AT HUMOR, FATAL.•. ..

FOOD FACTS;
DID YOU KNOW...?
Here at the Health Resource Center we've got so much
information to help you that sometimes we can't help
but to break out and advertise. Here's a taste of the
wealth of information made available just for you.
_ • For optimum health, use a combination of aerobic and strength training.
• 80% of our population is overweight.
• For several hours after exercise, the body's metabolic rate remains higher
than normal and burns more calories.
• The average American consumes 6 to 8 times the fat and over 20 times the
sodium that his body needs, leading to serious increases in the risk of heart
disease, high blood pressure and stroke.
• Egg whites are one of the best sources of protein, but egg yolks are one of the
worst for cholesterol.

Dieting?

Here are some hints:

• Muscle is the body's furnace for burning calories, so the greater your lean
body mass, the easier it is to stay trim.
• All excess (unburned) calories are stored in your body as fat.
• Try combinations for a high-protein, low-fat meal, such as rice and beans,
a peanut butter sandwich or spachetti and cheese.
· • Look for "liquid" as the first ingredient in margarine (indicates low-fat).
• Gradually exchange your present diet with the one you'd like to do. For
example, start with 3/4 whole milk - 1/4 non-fat, then 1/2 - 1/2, and so on.

Any questions? Feel free to stop by.

By DARIN BROWN

PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER

281-5841
• let's all pull together to help America
put out the fire this THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER 19. It's the GREAT
AMERICAN SMOKEOUT, and smokers across the nation will work to stave
off their habit for 24 hours. Non or exsmokers can be a part, too; "adopt"
someone you know for that day who'll
need the support and encouragement
that comes from a friend. Taking that
first step could be the beginning of a
whole new life .. .let's NOT light up,
Orlando!

Thanks

._ for
not

::I=
• I®

smoking

•

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Pledge meeting Tuesday at 9:00 p.m. HPB - 359. Buy your Foll Banquet tickets
from Poul Herbert! Pledges, four days to
lnltiotionl Congrats to all of our new Little
Sisters! I B_T
Sigma Chi
Good luck to our newly elected consul,
ProConsul, Annotator. Quoestor and
Moglster. We ore looking forward to a
great Spring Semester under your leadership.
Pl Kappa Alpha
The Exalted Infallible One has declared
democratic elections for new officers.
Nominations are open until Monday.
Thanks 0 Exalted One for a great year of
dedicated service. Be sure to be at
Monday's meeting. House Boss. you know
who you are, how courageous of you to
defend those defenseless ladles from the
·Lake Claire Looney.· Ingress Is Friday, we
con'twoitl
Tau Kappa Epsilon
CONGRATULATIONS KATHY McCARTHY
on being selected as the 1988 TKE SWEETHEART. How 'bout them Tekes ... winners of
the overland softball tourney. Congrats to
new officersll l

lntervarslty Christian Fellowshlp
·come let us worship and bow down. Let
us kneel before the Lord our Maker:
(Psalms 95:6) Join IVCF this Friday at 7 p.m.
for a special time of prayer and worship.
Student Cntr-227
Student Personnel Association
CONGRATULATIONS. Lisa Turner, $1000
ASPA Scholarshlplll
Members meeting: Thursday, 19th, 4 p.m.
(ADMIN 3rd floor)
Check out new bulletin board 2nd floor
HPHI Visit: CareUnlt: Monday. 23rd-Della
# 658-2628
Black Student Union
BSU senate meeting 2 p.m. SC rm 211
voters registration drive. Team + black
history week planning committee to discuss selection of speaker and other details
call 275-2450.

11141\illJlllt
Male Roommate wanted, walking dis·
tance to UCF, directly behlnd Pike quad. 2
Bdr. 2 1/2 bath. washer. dryer. coll Dave
277-4766 ofter 10:00 p.m.
Female to shore 2 bdrm/1 bath with same.
S165 + 1/2. Across street from UCF. After 6
call 273-5001.
Yoong pro seeks mature m/f to share 2br/
2b opt fully furnished except for 2nd br.
S250m + 1/2 utilities Sutton PlaceApts. Call
ofter 6 677-6225

Alpha Epsilon Rho
Attention a e RlV. film, jolmallsm, and
communication majors, gain experience
by joining the national broadcasting society meetings Tuesdays 5:00 learning resources lecture room.

Baptist Campus Ministries
Does the Bible address today's issues? Do
you have questions about Christianity?
Everyone Is invited to BCM's Bible Discussions In the SOL across form the mailboxes
at 12 noon Wednesdays. -We core.·
TEAM UCF. The bicycle rachg team Is
looking for students Interested In racing
nextseoson . CoDTimot27~9orRickot

277-4960.

$300.00 Security Deposit
No Application Fee
Pool a Heated Jacuul
2 & 3 Bedrooms wtth 2 FULL BATHS washer/
dryer hook-ups, mini-blinds starting dt
$465.00
UCF/Martin Area
Student and Family Sections
SUssex Place
281-6393

SALES TRAINEE Salary plus commission.
$300 to $500 per week. Part/full time. Call
P.J. 297-1147.
Students needed to clean homes. Hours
to flt schedule. Coll 699-1636.
Photo Marketing Firm needs Part-time
Help. No exp needed. must own 35mm
camera. Must be professional In appearance. 1-800-628-4509 for appt.

liitlltlilll&lll • • • •
Granada 78 Great Car only $850.00 call
or leave message 843-2169.

ABORTION SERVICES. birth control Information. pregnancy tests and counselling.
VD screening. low cost. confidential services and general anesthesia. 898-Q921
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization

GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl (U repair).
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions.
Call 1-805-687-6000 Ext. GH-4628 for current repo list.

Financial aid for college Is available. RESULTS GUARANTEED! Call 1-800-USA-1221
ed0627.

Apple lie computer w /printer. monochrome monitor. joystick. wp. games.
Perfect condition. S1150 OBO 249-1986

Ladies + Mens 26 Inch adult size bicycles
alfspeedsgoodcondltfonS3500eachcoll
869-0775

PREGNANT?
Free pregnancy tests. No appointment
necessary. Pregnancy Information and
referral. Contfdentlol. True Ute Choice
Pregnancy Center. 1405 W. Fairbanks
Ave .. Winter Park 6.47-1477

DODGE ARIES '85 29CXXl mfles. service
contract. several options. $4995 695-3428

Surfboard. Twh-fln. 6'2" good cond. w/
rocks $140 249-1986.

ACCOUNTING MAJORS
BECICER CPA REVIEW wll be holding an
lnvltatlonal class on Nov 21 at HJ Plaza 04 & Lee Rd). ff interested In attending. coll
collect (813) 963-7403 O$k for Donnie.
Air Traffic Controllers
No aviation exp. nee. 1B-62K per yr application Info 1-813-254-lATC.

Cheep ReRable Affine Ttckeh call 6451858 evenings and weekends.
Free kittens. Cal LeRoy at 332-6847.

For rent 2 bdrm/2bath across from CF. full
carpet+ kitchen. w/d conn $400 available naw Call 281-1777 evenings. 12183
D0$ Cortes Ct.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
•One mile from UCF Campus•
All types of student documents. Some day
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast• Professional •Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Resumes and cover letters
Designed I Revised /Typed - 65HYJ79
Typing/word processing: Grad quality
work. editing. technical. 366-0538.
Professional Word Processing

ABOlmON SERVICES
LocalorlVSedotion. EortyPregnancyTest.
Momlng-after treatment. Confldentfal •
Private. women-owned A special approach to health core.
Birth Control Centef 422-0606
1030 Herman Avenue. Orlando

Is It true you can buy Jeeps for S44 through
the U.S. Government? Get the facts todayl Call 1-312-742-1142ext. 689

Roommate needed to share gorgeous 3bedroom. 2-bath house on Pork Ave.
Washer/dryer. fireplace. 250/month + 1/3
utilities. Coll Murat 647-3112 (evenings) or
281-5211 (days)

Avoflable. beautiful 2 bedroom 2 bath
apartments at Forest Hfghlonds. Apts. CoD
282-5657 for Information.

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Welcome back Knights! A Able Typing Is
Introducing a frequent service program.
Save 2!J'k by letting us do all your typing.
Join now and save. Coll about details.
Quick professional service. UCF's oldest
typing service. Free revisions. Some day
end weekend services. Visa & Master
Card. Over l6.700satlsfiedstudentsond4
grouches - 671-3002.

ATTENTION GREEICSI
NaltonalGreekWeekvocotlon promoters
wonted. Earn High commsslons. free
Caribbean vocations and olrflne tickets!
Meet people and goln recognition on
your campus as a Nottonol Greek Week
Promoter. Coll ton free 1~525-1638ond
ask for Entertainment Tours.

TYPING. Fost. special discount. New foe~
Hon. Calf Berny 629-0545.

*

*

Student Discount
Documents of any kind
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE
740-0227
Winter Pork - fmmed. off 1-4

RtsUM~/TYPESETTlNG
Professional Lasertypesettlng. many
types of documents. Fast turnaround.
Klnko's Copies Across from UCF
Open 7 days a week 658-9518.
For term papers. plus at good rotes coll
657-3502. Quality paper. Choice of type.
Call days earty evenhgs and weekends.
Just 2 miles from UCFI

Customized wordprocessfng setVlces.
Resumes, reports. etc. Goldenrod and
University. 678-4306.
PROMPT TYPING - 25 years experience.
Theses. manuscripts. papers. etc. Experience In math equations. 50¢ per page
double spoce. Vicinity East Colonfol and
Alafayo Trail. Call 658-2067.
Word Processing Services.
Reports Resumes. Cover Letters. 5 min
from UCF Call: Betty;Hector
657-4227
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PLEASE PRINT one letter or punctuation mark per space,
leaving one space between each word.
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To order classifieds multiply the total number of
lines by the appropriate rate. Send a check to
The Central Florida Future Classifieds, P.O.
Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816 or stop by
the Central Florida Future Business office.
Prepayment is required. The deadline for
Tuesday's paper is 4:30 p.m. Thursday, and the
deadline for Thursday's paper is 4:30 p.m.
Monday. If you have any questions or comments, please call Mike at 275-2601.
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Donate Blood
Give the Real You!
Need Money for College
Notional Student Data Service is now offering a
Introductory program to UCF students.
Now for a limited time students can
get a student data search for Just $29.00.
This price is ten dollars off the regular retail price.

Wrtte: National Student Data Service
1638 W. Holden Ave. 191A
Orlando, Fl. 32809
For information package
or call (305) 857-4631
and leave name and address.

I Mail this ad with aplicationl

.

? .

PEOPLE WHO ARE GOING
PLACES NEED OUR
PASSPORT PHOTOS
At Kinko's, our passport photos move faster
than the Concorde: they're ready in just three
minutes. And no appointments are necessary.
Passport photos from Kinko's. Don't leave
home without them.

12223 University Blvd.
127 W. Fairbanks
(corner University & Alafaya Trail)
At Park Ave.

658-9518

' 628-5255

..
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Knights' playoff train derailed

•

Rattlers' defense, offensive miscues help FAMU win, 19-14, in Tallahassee showdown
touchdown reception by tight
end Don Grayson was called
Asst Sports Editor
back because of a holding penalty. And a few plays later, a
UCFs 19-14 loss to Florida wide-open Poe White dropped
A&M was the third time this a pass in the end zone.
season the Knights (7-3) came
"I just dropped the ball,"
just short of putting a winning said White, who caught five
drive together. But this was for passes for 133 yards. "I lost my
more than just a victory. It was concentration. I tried to catch
a drive to make the NCAA Di- it into my body to make sure I
vision II playoffs.
had a sure catch, but I should
Can the Knights, ranked have stayed with the basics
fifth in Division II prior to the and caught with my hands."
game, still make the postseaOn two earlier drives, sureson?
footed kicker Ed O'Brien mis"Absolutely not, 11 said sed field goals of 39 and 24
Coach Gene McDowell.
yards. Making just one of the
"I feel like I lost my best kicks would have put the
friend," quarterback Darin Knights in position to win the
Slack said. "It hurts, but it will game with a field goal on their
get better. It's a real character last drive.
building experience."
"It was the first I have been
Wideout Bernard Ford, who associated with missing a field
was mainly used as a decoy goal and costing us a game,"
because of a sore right ankle, said O'Brien. "I guess we can't
agreed with Slack, saying, "I'm seem to win the close ones. I
disappointed. It being my sen- didn't help."
ior year, I was in a position to
And on yet another drive
play for a national title. I walk that came close, FAMU's Mat
away from this game with my Fair picked off a Slack pass at
head held up high."
the FAMU 1-yardline.
All three UCF losses have
The Rattlers top-ranked
been against Division I-AA pass defense hindered Slack
programs, which offer 70 the entire game . .tte <11d manscholarships or near double agt to pass for 233 yards, but
what the Knights offer. But FAMU kept Slack from throwthe Knights did come into the ing a touchdown pass for the
game expected to beat F AMU first time this season.
(4-5-1).
"I'm disappointed in Slack's
It's not that we wanted to be performance, but A&M made
the spoiler," coach Ken Riley him have a bad day," McDowsaid. "We're trying to be .500 ell said. "All of the credit goes
(winning percentage) or bet- to A&M's defense."
The Rattlers' pass rush
ter. It's unfortunate that UCF
was in our path."
sacked Sla ck nine times for a
On the Knights' last drive, a loss of52 yards. Defensive end
by Scott Broden

•

Bryan Brewer led the way
with three of his team's sacks.
"They were facing the number
one pass defense," said
Brewer. ''That means a lot
when you work to be the best."
The "Air Supply" offense
was also hindered by the
F AMU band, which played
loudly during key UCF drives.
McDowell said he complained
to an official about the band
early in the game because
teams can be penalized if their
band plays when the opposing
team has the ball.
However, FAMU was penalized just once for its band
when it performed too long of a
halftime show.
F AMU got on the score
boardfirstat12:22 in the opening quarter when tailback
Sean Gilliam ran for a 54-yard
touchdown.
The Knights tied the game
when tailback Mark Giacone
capped a drive with an off
tackle 1-yard touchdown run
after picking up a block from
fullback Jamie Jones.
AFAMU punt in the second
quarter downed at the UCF 1yardline. An official ruled the
ball was downed at the UCF
one even though it rolled into
the end zone after a FAMU
player touched it.
From the one, the Knights
failed to move the ball on their
first two plays. On the third
play, center Craig arsden
made a bad snap, with Slack
recovering the ball in the end
zone, giving FAMU a safety.
A 42-yard field goal by
James Vertuno, gave the Rat-

Joe Weinstein/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UF wideout Amell Spencer (# 18) goes up tor a pass In
Saturday's action at FAMU

tlers a five point lead.
The Knights came back
with a touchdown drive on
their first possession of the
second half, when tailback
Robert Ector ran off tackle left
into the end zone. O'Brien's
extra point gave the Knights a
14-12 lead.

The Rattlers then put their
winning touchdown drive together with quarterback
Andre Williams leading the
way by running for 15 yards
and completing a pass for 15
more. He scored the winning
touchdown when he rolled out
right and then ran eight yards
into the end zone.

UCF advances to soccer's final four
by Chris Brody
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF women's soccer team
earned a berth in the NCAA Final Four
with a 3-0 quarterfinal victory over
host NC State Sunday.
UCF will play second ranked Massachusetts, a 3-1 winner over Connecti. cut, in the semifinals Saturday in
Massachusetts. It will be the third
Final Four appearance for UCF, but
the first since 1982.
"It did not hit me until we were on
our way home," said Head Coach Jim
Rudy. "It feels terrific and it has been a

while since we have been to the Final
Four."
UCF, 13-4, seemed to get all the good
bounces in winning their twelth
straight match and eighth straight
shutout. NC State, which defeated
UCF in overtime earlier this year, finished their season at 17-4-1.
"They (NC State) were a very tough
team and the statistics were about
even," said Rudy. "They had two shots
that hit the post and bounced out."
NC State had more shots (10-9) and
corner kicks (6-2) than UCF, but the
Knights Jed in the only statistical category that matters- goals. It was also a
very physical game with 24 fouls for NC

State and 19 for UCF.
went off of Wickstrand's hands. ThoSophomore Sandy Carter scored the mas registered the assist, serving to
Knights' first goal off of a corner kick. Akers on a free kick.
Junior Danielle Thomas served the
"We controlled the first half but had
corner kick, but it appeared that NC
to
play a lot of defense in the second
State's All-American goalie, Barbara
half,"
said Rudy. "We did not attack
Wickstrand, would catch it. However,
well
in
the second half and that is our
it went through her hands and Carter
· strength."
drove it in for the score.
"We thought she had it," said Rudy
Sophomore Mauri Harris iced the
ofWickstrand, who entered the contest game with a header in the last minute
with a .43 goals allowed per game on a pass from Carter.
average and 15 shutouts. "But Thomas
served it so hard she could not hold on
"They were in desperation and overto it."
attacking," said Rudy of Harris' .goal.
Senior Michelle Akers gave UCF a 2- "We took advantage of it by running a
0 halftime advantage on a header that counterattack."

Volleyboll Knights grab second conferen~e title
by Paul Owers
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

/ It wasn't as if the Lady Knights volleyball team
had the luxury of easing into the New South Women's
Athletic Conference Championship last week at Stetson University in DeLand.
No gP.tting- rnady.
·
No getting set.
.
Just go.
'
And the result? Their second consecutive conference title.
After sweeping past Florida International, Mercer, and Stetson Thursday, UCF (28-15) xeroxed that
performance Friday against Samford, Georgia State,
and Georba·Southern.
On Saturday, the Lady Knights beat F AMU for the

second time in eight days for the right to enter the
Final Four as the top-ranked team.
Once there, UCF eliminated Georgia Southern,
15-5, 15-4, 15-4, and beat Stetson for the championship, 15-4, 15-13, 10-15, 15-12.
Asked if she ever thought the Lady Knights would
win the tournament so convincingly, head coach Lyn
King responded, "Yeah, I expected it, having met
most of the teams [earlier in the year].
"We had everything at stake."
The championship, King said, was a tribute to the
Lady Knights' resurgE\n<'.e. They fought through an
end-of-the-season slump to prepare for the grueling
tournament schedule. ·
·"Mentally, they worked it out," she said. "I knew
the first day that they were going for it."
Named to the first-team all conference were senio~s Terri Hinton, Kim Gass, and Mary Cromer.

Junior Marena Potts was a second-team selection
while junior Kelly McFarlane was an honorable
mention choice.
Also, King was named Coach-of-the-Year, her
second such award since 1983. That year, the Division II Lady Knights were ranked 16th nationally as
King was voted the top coach in the Sunshine State
conference.
Senior setter Odette Preston, who_had an outstanding weekend, w~s overlooked in terms of tournament accolades, King said, because the selection
committee prefers to choose players from several
different teams.
.
Still, King and the rest-of team are busy resting
and reflecting on~ season that was most delightfully
satisfying.
"We had such good depth this year," King said.
''They played their hearts out."

t·
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REGISTRATION ·
Going On Today & Tomorrow

TIME: 10:00 A.M.-1:00 P.M.
PLACE: Library & Cafeteria·
Student Government... Students Serving Students
Student Government is funded through the Activities & Services Fee as allocated by the Student Government of The University of Central Florida
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Carter predicts .great b-ball season
Knights whip Ottawa, 105-86 in exhibition game
will see action in the backcourt Roberson and Tony Marini)
this year, center John Marini, makes it increasingly imporCENTRAL FLORIDA FVfURE
and guards Chris Wall en tant for UCF to play tenacious
(UCF's first four-year, Divi- defense and rebound well,
Good, you're just in time.
sion I letterman) and Bryant especially off the defensive
Pull up a seat and listen to Woodford.
boards.
UCF basketball coach Phil
"Crocklin's a big key to our
The schedule Carter says, is
Carter mouth the almighty team," Carter said. "He's got to more of an asset this season
• words of wisdom that will inev- get the job done not only in than in recent memory. Two
itably define the Knights in scoring, but defensively and in years ago, the Knights boasted
the upcoming 1987 campaign. rebounding as well."
just 10 home games, but that
"Weakness is one of our
Haithcock, (8.2 ppg) mean- figure rof?e to 12 last year. This
• major strengths," he said.
while, is sure to provide "the season, the magic number is
That's it, coach. Leave ev- best team leadership since 15. Included in the home packeryone properly perplexed and we've been here."
age is the Merrill Lynch Clas• watch the victories mount.
Collier and junior college sic (Dec. 4-5) and games
Like Saturday night's 105- transfer Fred Crawford are against South Alabama, U.S.
86 exhibition whipping of Ot- expected to forge their way International, and Marylandtawa in the UCF gymnasium. into the starting lineup. But Baltimore County.
• Carter unveiled 6 foot, 3 inch fellow JC transfer Ben MorThe Knights will open the
freshman guard Marty Collier ton, who will become eligible at season at home Nov. 27
who responded with 23 points, semester's end, and freshman against Bucknell, a team that
, and every starter scored in Michael Boles will ease their reached the NCAA tournadouble figures to lift the way into the Knights' system. ment last year. Road games
Knights to the easy victory. It
include matchups against
was the kind of showing that
The team is, however, with- Florida State, Miami, and
the Knights need on a consis- out a true post player at the cross-town rival Rollins.
tent basis to be a factor in this, center slot, but the 6-7 Marini
"We have a good nucleus of
Carter's third season at UCF. will likely claim the position
The return ofjunior forward left open by the graduation of returning players," said Car•
ter in a broad overview of this
Pat Crocklin, the team's lead- John Friday.
year's team. "With the experiing scorer the past two ye~rs,
The Knights are young, ence we gained last year, we
gives the Knights a base to
build on from last year's 12-15 (just four seniors are on the have a much better perspecmark. Notables also back are roster) and the loss of three tive on what it takes to be
forward Stan Haithcock, who starters (Friday, Faronte successful."
by Paul Owers

Joe Wolnstoin/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF' s Pat Crocklin (20) will be looked upon to provide
leadership this year for the Knights. Crocklin, a junior.
averaged 13.3 points per game and 5.3 rebounds a contest last year.
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~BUCKLE UP!
'INSIDE TH·E
COUSTEAU
SOCIETY"
LECTURE
by
•

David Bro.w n

Tuesday Nov. 1 7
8pm
SCA

IN FLORIDA IT'S THE LAW!
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·G REEK MOCKTAIL
PARTY
AT ST. JOSEPH'S This Wednesday! 8-12 PM
$2 Includes:

Heart-To-Heart -5electracution!

(A computerized optimal date matcher)
Fun Games, Free Refreshments & Snacks

SPECIAL DANCE MUSIC by I UlllERGRIUlll Slllll

•

The Career Resource Center may release confidential records to
potential employers only with a signed authorization from the student.
Letters of evaluation, character ratings or referrals placed in the
student's r~cords prior to January 1, 1975, are fully confidential and are
not available to the student except by consent of the pe·rson providing
the evaluation, character rating, or referral.
..

• See pag·e 5 of your Golden Rule Student Handbook
for further information, or call:
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The CLAST... will you pass?
Get help with
Getting.Ready for the CLAST

•

Reading, Writing, Essay, Mathematics
The 1987 edition Includes Instruction and sample tests created
using the latest state CLAST specifications. You'll discover where
.
you need help and you'll get the help you need.
~
Ask for It at your bookstore.

.

•
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This Thanksgiving, give your car a break.

H&H Publishing Company, Inc.

The last thing you need on your trip home this Thanksgiving is a
breakdown. To avoid spending part of your holiday on the side of
the road, iust pull into Jiffy Lube at your convenience.
Our professional J-team®will:

~---------~--~---,

. ~~SUNGLASSES
II
I
I
I
• I
I
I
,. I
1

·

1

20/20 Eyecare Center will give you FREE, one pair
of S.V. plastic prescription sunglasses when you
purchase your regular pair of complete ~ye
glasses or contact lenses.

• Change your oil with quality
Permzoil Oil (up to 5 quarts
of oil)
•Install a new Purolator oil filter
• Llibricate the whole chassis
•Inflate tires to proper pressure
•Vacuum interior

Eye examinations on the premesls or bring your prescription.
Order must be accompanied by COUPON & STUDENT I D.
Not valld with other coupons or discounts
Not valid on prior orders
Includes solld color tint
Choose from selected frames - No &Jbstltutes

University Park Plaza (near X-TRA)

We check:
And fill:

Visit one ofJiffy Lube's seven convenient
Central Florida locations to take the
worry out of car maintenance.

411 S. Semoran Blvd. Winter Park

L--~~~~~-~~~~-U~~~--~

•Air filter
•Wiper blades
•Transmission fluid
• Differential fluid
•Brake fluid
• Power steering fluid
• Wmdow washer fluid
·Battery
•And we even wash
your windows!

Come see us anytime from 8:00-6:00 Monday-Friday. Saturday 8:00-5:00.
No appointment necessary.

. - - - - · BringCoupon - - - ,

I Individual Complete Dinner I
I 10% OFF a $6.95 Dinner I
I (1) APPETIZERS
~(Wont oo or Egg DI~ ~Pl (3) ~n Dish (3 ala/s)
I
Fresh
meat, roi!SI pork.
I (CHcken Wing & Qilb Meal Ra!Q vegelables,
sc.alops, wllh Y31•tf ol Oinese I
:rt ro.\I por &iud
L ------~
K
-..I
(2)

le

il

•..1.10-·•.:.;.;.:.
lf.IE

Eat-In or Take-Out

370 E. Hwy. 436
Open Mon. · Thurs. 11:30·10 Casselberry
Fri. & Sat. 11 :30-11
Sun. Noon· 1O

Orlando - 1355 S. Semoran Blvd. - 273-4994; Fem Park- 195 State Road 436 -260-9758;
Casselberry· 2289 North Semoran 671-6769; Kissimmee· 109 East Vme Street - 870-0790,
Orange Blos.som Trail - 6034 S Orange Blossom Trail -851-9302; Altamonte Springs·
420 North State Road 434 - 788·2585, Pine Hills· 5619 West Colonial Drive- 293-0605
"General Mocors recommends an 011 change eo.'!lry 3,000 miles.

-------------------------------------------·
$3.00 Off a Complete Jiffy Lube Service!

1 .

r

Limit one coupon per customer Offer valid through December 31, 1987
Not valid m con1uncrion with any other offer.

V1SA

33 1•4377

lcndardof Ptol.ttlton

-i..c.otd

Sinrt 1889..

THE FAMILY HEALTH CENTER
offers

COMPLETE MEDICAL CARE
COMPLETE CARE

and
.
Quality Care for Minor Emergencies

UCF Immunizations
• Pregnancy Screening
COLONIAL
fFATl
• General Gynecology &Birth
DEAN RD . ~
Control
• On site X-Ray
REDUCED FEES FOR
• Laboratory Services
UCF STUDENTS
• Infectious Diseases

• Convenient
Location
•Ample Parking

•NO
APPOINTMENT
NECESSARY

THE FAMILY HEAL TH CENTER
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·· Tuesday & Thursday
are Ladies Nights
·

· at

$1.00 Cover
Ladies Drink FREE 7-11 P.M.

Wednesda

Night Is

COLLE E.NIGHT

'

-

